Sophos UTM Manager
Centralized management for all your UTMs
Whether you have a few UTMs or a few hundred, Sophos UTM
Manager (SUM) makes centralized management and reporting for
your entire estate easy. It provides a single pane of glass for all
your UTMs and it comes at no extra charge.
Highlights

Easy management of multiple UTM installations

ÌÌ Manage your entire
estate of UTMs from a
single console

Sophos UTM Manager (SUM) provides a centralized dashboard on the status and health
of all your UTMs. Our cross-site policy tools save you time and self-serve automated
licensing makes bringing new devices or services on-line fast. SUM provides a single
sign-on to all your UTMs and and our central backup stores device configurations to
speed recovery.

ÌÌ Qualified MSPs can
rapidly deploy UTMs
and customized
security services with
automated licensing
ÌÌ See the health of your
security infrastructure
at a glance
ÌÌ Automate tasks
and save time with
our object-oriented
configuration
ÌÌ View aggregate
statistics and reports
or drill down to
individual UTMs

Centralized configuration
You can easily define reusable objects to manage and distribute network, services
and time-event definitions. Build, edit and deploy site-to-site VPN tunnels and related
policies using a specialized wizard. And configure network, web and email filtering
policies for multiple sites or customers to avoid repetitive tasks and save time.

Real-time monitoring and alerting
View threat, network and hardware resource status across your entire estate of UTMs at
a glance. Get daily, weekly, monthly or annual insights into trends in network utilization
and security. Aggregate across all devices or view just a single installation. Monitor what
protection you’re providing and make sure your key stakeholders are aware, thanks to
automated scheduled reports.

No extra charge
At Sophos, we realize that centralized management of your security infrastructure is not
a luxury. It is critical. So, we don’t charge extra for it. No matter how big your estate of
UTMs is, you get Sophos UTM Manager at no extra charge. That’s a significant savings
compared to competitors.

"Sophos UTM Manager is different from the competition. You
can manage Sophos UTM technology with minimum effort.”
Tim Smith, Directory of Information Services, Ohio State University

Deployment options

User Interface

Software Appliance
The software appliance is installed on your choice of
hardware, creating a dedicated central management
solution. As the number of your connected Sophos UTM
appliances grow, you may need to upgrade or move to an
entirely new platform. You can do so at any time while
preserving all existing settings.
Virtual Appliance for VMware
Pre-installed and preconfigured for VMware environments,
the virtual appliance is based on the software equivalent.
Operating inside your virtual infrastructure, SUM is the
perfect solution for virtualized global device management.

SUM worldmap

Required subscriptions
Sophos UTM Manager is a free tool that can be used as part
of any Sophos UTM subscription.

Sophos UTM Certifications
SUM list
Common Criteria
certified

SUM licensing

Try SUM and UTM for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation at
sophos.com/try-utm
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